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g decay from states at low excitation energy in the neutron-deficient isotope,
200Rn, identified by correlated radioactive decay
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The low-lying level structure of the neutron-deficient isotope200Rn has been studied using the
176Hf( 28Si,4n) reaction at a beam energy of 142 MeV. Evaporation residues were selected using an in-flight
recoil mass separator, the Argonne Fragment Mass Analyzer, and implanted in a double-sided silicon strip
detector. Promptg rays in 200Rn were observed at the target position using the AYEBALL array of 19
Compton-suppressed germanium detectors, and were identified by the subsequent radioactive decay of asso-
ciated recoiling ions in the strip detector. Isotopic assignments of the nuclei produced were made on the basis
of the mass-to-charge ratio of the recoiling ion and the energy and half-life of itsa decay. Previous results
concerning transitions in202Rn were confirmed. The level scheme deduced for200Rn, compared with those of
heavier radon isotopes, is not consistent with the onset of deformation predicted by theoretical calculations.
The estimated production cross section for200Rn in this reaction was 5mb. @S0556-2813~96!04812-1#

PACS number~s!: 27.80.1w, 23.20.Lv, 23.60.1e, 25.70.Gh
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I. INTRODUCTION

With the addition of valence protons and neutrons outs
of the doubly magic208Pb core, polarizing effects are ev
dent with the onset of permanently deformed ground-s
shapes in actinide isotopes withN.126 andZ.82. In con-
trast, the structural consequences associated with the a
tion of valence particles, in combination with valence hol
are not established experimentally. In the region of isoto
with N,126 andZ.82, there have been many theoretic
calculations@1–5# which indicate the possibility of an ex
tended region of deformed nuclei far from stability.

Nuclei far from stability in theN,126 andZ.82 region
have not been extensively studied in experiments sensitiv
nuclear deformation. Laser spectroscopy measurem
show some evidence for a softening of spherical shape,
there is no published data on isotopes lighter than204Rn @6#.
Someg-ray spectroscopy of excited states in light radon a
polonium isotopes has been performed recently@7,8#. The
isotopes studied so far do not encroach upon the predi
region of deformation. No sudden changes in 21

1 energy
have been observed and the 21

1 energy never assumes a lo
enough value to be associated with a strongly deformed
tem. In summary, there is no clear experimental evide
with which to corroborate the predictions of theoretical c
culations made over the past thirty years.

The isotope202Rn is predicted to be the last neutro
deficient species with a near-spherical shape in the chai
radon isotopes; isotopes lighter than202Rn, 206Ra, and
208Th are expected to exhibit permanently deformed grou
state shapes@5#. The onset of deformation between202Rn

*Present address: Bechtel-Nevada, W.A.M.O., P.O. Box 3
Suitland, MD 20752-0380.
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and 200Rn is predicted to be sudden, the calculated deform
tion parameters beinge2520.1 ande2520.2, respectively
@5#. This onset should be reflected in changes in the lo
lying nuclear levels with a fall in the first 21 excitation
energy and the development of a ground-state rotatio
band. This paper presents the experimental measurem
concerning g-ray transitions between excited states
200Rn, an isotope with a large predicted deformation para
eter,ue2u;0.2.

II. EXPERIMENTAL DETAILS

The results presented here concern the use of the176Hf
(28Si,4n) reaction to populate excited states in200Rn. The
production cross sections for heavy residues from heavy
fusion evaporation reactions are severely limited by the h
probability for fission decay of the compound system
comparison to the probability for evaporation of light pa
ticles. The estimated production cross section of200Rn in the
current reaction was estimated to be 5mb ~discussed in detai
below!, whilst the total fusion cross section, as predicted i
Bass model@9# calculation, is 196 mb at the beam ener
used. The study ofg-ray transitions between excited states
the evaporation residues is therefore hampered by a l
background of radiation from the decay of fission fragmen
in addition to a large flux ofg rays associated with Coulom
excitation of the target nuclei.

In the present study an in-flight mass spectrometer is u
to identify the species of interest. In the case of heavy, s
moving residues the techniques employing promptg-ray co-
incidences with recoiling ions can encounter difficultie
Whilst in general primary beam rejection can be achieved
the level of about 1 in 1012 particles, the production cros
0,
2926 © 1996 The American Physical Society
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54 2927g DECAY FROM STATES AT LOW EXCITATION . . .
sections may be so low that it becomes difficult to dise
tangle heavy recoiling species of interest from scatte
beam particles. Such scattered beam may have true pro
g-ray coincidences associated with Coulomb excitation le
ing to backgrounds of comparable strength to the radiatio
interest. In addition, the energy-loss characteristics of hi
Z recoiling ions alone are insufficient to make unambiguo
measurements of the atomic number. Unique isotopic ide
fication becomes difficult without the use of more select
techniques.

In the present study promptg rays emitted at the targe
position were tagged by the subsequent radioactive deca
the emitting ion after it has reached the focal plane of
mass separator. This technique was first used in a radia
fusion study of180Hg @10# and has recently been applied
large arrays ofg-ray detectors@11#. Theg rays are observed
in coincidence with recoiling ions, which after transportati
through the separator to a suitable detector, decay by e
ting radioactivity with characteristics corresponding to t
isotope of interest. Employing this technique circumvents
two problems discussed above. Beam particles are stable
do not undergo radioactive decay. Isotopic identification
made on the basis of the characteristics of the radioac
decay process, in addition tom/q measurement. In the
present case, all the residues produced in the reaction d
by the emission ofa particles from the ground or isomeri
states. Measurements of thea-particle energy and the half
life of the decay, along withm/q, overdefine the nature o
the isotope produced giving an unambiguous assignmen
the neutron and proton numbers.

Beams of28Si71 ions at energies of 142 MeV, delivere
by the Argonne Tandem-Linac Accelerator System, w
used to bombard both self-supporting and carbon-backed
gets of hafnium oxide of thicknesses 350 and 2
mg cm22, respectively. The carbon backings used were
thickness 40mg cm22. Ions recoiling from the reactions o
28Si beam particles with carbon and oxygen nuclei in th
targets do not have the correct kinematic characteristic
allow efficient transportation to the focal plane of the ma
separator used, the details of which are described below
addition, these recoils do not decay bya radioactivity. These
reactions are therefore not significant sources of contam
tion in this experiment. The hafnium oxide used to prep
the target was isotopically enriched to a level.70% in
176Hf; other constituent isotopes have atomic mass numb
greater than 176. Reactions on these contaminant hafn
isotopes lead to the production of radon isotopes heavier
200Rn by 4n reactions, as apparent ina-particle energy spec
tra discussed below. Filtering on thea-decay properties is
however, selective enough to exclude them from the fi
data on200Rn.

Prompt electromagnetic radiation emitted at the reac
site was detected in the AYEBALL~Argonne-Yale-
European Collaboration! array. This consisted of 19
Compton-suppressedg-ray detectors arranged in four ring
around the beam direction, surrounding the target posit
This array was made up of the following hyperpure germ
nium detectors: eight 70%-efficient crystals, five at 151° a
three at 129°, nine crystals with efficiencies between 25
35 %, four at 97° and five at 79°, and two low-energy ph
ton spectrometers~planar germanium crystals! at angles of
-
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129° and 97°. Angles are quoted with respect to the be
direction and efficiencies are quoted relative to the NaI st
dard. The absolute photopeak efficiency of the coaxial de
tors in the array was measured to be 0.91~8!% at 1408 keV,
using a calibrated152Eu source.

Ions recoiling from the target position were separa
from primary beam particles and analyzed in terms of th
m/q ratio using the fragment mass analyzer~FMA! @12#.
This device is an in-flight recoil mass separator and w
adjusted to give optimum transmission for ions of mass 2
kinetic energy 18.2 MeV, and average charge state 14.1.
Such conditions allowed the transmission of two ion
charge states, 141 and 151, to the focal plane of the instru
ment. A 20mg cm22 thick carbon foil was placed 10 cm
downstream of the target position to restore the equilibri
charge state of any ions undergoing internal conversion a
leaving the target. Transmitted ions were detected at the
cal plane of the FMA using a gas-filled parallel-plate~grid-
ded anode! avalanche counter~PPAC!. This provided signals
corresponding to the horizontal and vertical positions of
ion trajectories as they crossed the focal plane, in additio
a signal corresponding to the energy lost by the ions as t
passed through the gas in the detector. Ions were transpo
by the FMA to horizontal positions along the focal plan
determined by theirm/q ratio, thus allowing mass identifi
cation to be made.

The trajectories of all ions passing through the focal pla
were brought to an approximate focus at a distance of 40
behind the nominal focal plane of the device. Recoiling io
were implanted into a double-sided strip detector placed
this approximate focus. Subsequent radioactive decay of
implanted ions was observed using signals from the s
detector. The strip detector was not sufficiently large to
compass the entire area of the approximate focus and the
a loss of ions which do not hit the strip detector. Comparis
of on-line rates indicated that approximately 40% of io
passing through the focal plane were implanted into the s
detector. Irradiation of the strip detector was found to
approximately uniform. The strip detector had a thickness
60 mm and an active area of 434 cm2 which was divided
into strips oriented orthogonally on each side, forming in
vidual detector elements. There were 40 strips per side,
fectively dividing the detector area into 1600 ‘‘pixels.
Events occurring at a particular position on the detec
could be isolated and associated with the correlated imp
tation and subsequent decays of the same ion as discuss
detail below. The energy and time of flight of ions betwe
the PPAC and the strip detector were recorded and use
assist the removal of secondary scattered beam particle
the off-line sorting of the data.

Five nonexclusive logical event triggers were defined
ing hardware electronics processing. These were impla
tion, decay, recoil-g, gg, and monitor event triggers and ar
discussed in detail below.

The strip detector was involved in two of these trigge
implantation and decay events. An implantation trigger
quired the coincidence between a signal from the PPAC
a signal from the strip detector. A decay trigger required
signal in the strip detector, accompanied by the absence
signal in the PPAC. The analog energy signals associa
with each of these triggers were sent to two different ba
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2928 54R. B. E. TAYLOR et al.
of spectroscopy amplifiers with gains appropriate to the
ferent energy ranges of recoiling ions and decaya particles.
Signals from these two banks of amplifiers are referred
later as implantation energy and decay energy.

A recoil-g trigger was defined by the coincident detecti
of one or more promptg rays in the germanium array aroun
the target and the measurement of an ion passing throug
PPAC at the focal plane. These three triggers were non
clusive in the sense that an event involving the detection
g ray at the target position, associated with a recoiling
which was transmitted through the focal plane and implan
into the strip detector, corresponds to both a recoil-g and
implantation event. This type of event is of interest wh
taggingg rays with radioactive decaya particles, and ex-
perimental parameters associated with the array, PPAC,
strip detector were recorded together as a single event.

The remaining two logical triggers were recognized
the data acquisition system for diagnostic purposes. Ev
involving the coincident firing of two or more germaniu
detectors in the array (gg events! were recorded. This trig-
ger was prescaled by a factor of 10 and the associated ev
were used in on-line monitoring of the detectors in the arr
Prescaled triggers from a silicon detector mounted in
FMA target chamber were used to monitor the state of
target during the experiment.

A 48-bit scaler ran continuously at a rate of 106 Hz
throughout the duration of the experiment. This scaler w
interrogated every time a trigger of any sort was received
the data acquisition system. Its value was recorded al
with the other experimental parameters of the event, in or
to label each event with the time, relative to the beginning
the experiment, at which it occurred. This time label allo
the data to be played back in sequential order during off-
sorting to build up temporal correlations between the eve
occurring at each ‘‘pixel’’ in the strip detector.

Data was collected for approximately 79 hours at an
erage beam current of 7 pnA, giving an average raw rate
few Hz in the strip detector. The beam current used w
limited by the rate in the germanium detectors, which w
typically 2–3 kHz Compton-suppressed rate per detector

III. DATA REDUCTION AND ANALYSIS

The initial procedures in off-line sorting of the data co
cerned gain-matching of various detector elements and d
mining appropriate conditions to be imposed on the data
order to calibrate the germanium detectors, singles spe
were collected from152Eu, 182Ta, 243Am, and 56Co sources,
giving good coverage of theg-ray energy range of interes
These spectra were used to obtain gain-matching coeffici
and to perform a relative efficiency calibration for the se
enteen coaxial germanium detectors in singles mode. A
culated value ofb5v/c50.014, for particles of atomic mas
200 recoiling at 0°, was used to apply a Doppler-shift ene
correction to the in-beamg-ray data. This correction to th
g-ray energies was small since the velocity of the recoil
ions was relatively low. The low recoil velocity, combine
with the use of the FMA, which restricts angles of recoilin
ions63° to the beam direction, leads to low Doppler broa
ening effects on the widths ofg-ray peaks.

The a-particle energy signals for decay events from d
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ferent strips in the strip detector were gain matched us
stronga-particle groups in the reaction data, avoiding t
problems encountered when using an external calibra
source. Ana-particle energy resolution of;28 keV full
width at half maximum was obtained in a single spectru
produced by adding signals from all strips. This was su
cient to resolvea particles associated with the decay of r
don isotopes from other groups in the spectrum as illustra
below.

In order to produce as clean a data set as possible
implantation-decay correlation analysis, implantation eve
were filtered to reduce the number of events caused by s
tered beam hitting the strip detector. A polygonal softwa
window was placed around the recoil-ion group in a tw
dimensional spectrum of implantation energy versus the t
of flight between the PPAC and strip detector.

The decay events were also filtered in order to remo
events involving charge sharing between strips and misid
tified implantation events. Events corresponding to the sh
ing of charge between individual strips on the strip detec
were removed by placing a polygonal software windo
around the diagonal group in a two-dimensional spectrum
decay energy measured in the front strip versus the de
energy measured in the back strip for each decay event
all decay events, 11% were excluded by this procedure.

Initial decay energy spectra indicated a small number
events corresponding to an unphysically large decay ene
in excess of 7 MeV. As a precaution during the experime
the energy-loss signal in the PPAC was recorded forany
event associated with the strip detector. True decay ev
should obviously be associated with zero energy loss in
PPAC. It was found that 3% of all decay events were
corded with a nonzero energy-loss signal. These events
responded to failures in the hardware identification of i
plantation events and were excluded by suitable filtering
the energy-loss signal for decay events.

Correlation analysis was performed to identi
implantation-decay sequences at any particular position
the strip detector and to distinguish subsequent decays
generation. For isotopes produced in this reaction, only
don isotopes are expected to show strong first- and sec
generationa decays@13#. Other species, such as poloniu
and astatine nuclei are expected to show only a fi
generationa decay, since the daughter nuclei are known
undergob decay. The thickness of the strip detector is su
that it is relatively insensitive to radioactive decayb par-
ticles.

Several problems arise in establishing correla
implantation-decay sequences. Difficulties in interpretat
arise if, at the same position, two implantations occur with
a short time interval, or if an implantation closely follows
decay event. In such cases, it is not clear with which impl
tation subsequent decays should be associated. Such cir
stances are excluded from analysis on the basis of a ti
interval test. To be acceptable, an implantation must occu
least five minutes after any previous activity was recorded
that position. If this criterion is not satisfied, the position
ignored until a period of inactivity lasting five minutes o
curs, after which the position is free for further implantatio
Any activity at a certain position is therefore deemed to ha
ended five minutes after the last recorded event at that p
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54 2929g DECAY FROM STATES AT LOW EXCITATION . . .
tion. Since the isotopes of interest have half-lives sho
than a minute, a five-minute time interval should allow mo
of the decays to have occurred before the position is decl
clean again. The size of this time interval was chosen a
resulted in the lowest background in thea-energy correlation
plots discussed below, without significant losses in the t
correlation peaks.

During the off-line analysis, the following informatio
was extracted and the appropriate two-dimensional spe
were incremented: ~i! first- and second-generatio
a-particle energies for correlated decay sequences at
particular position on the strip detector following the impla
tation of a recoiling ion,~ii ! m/q ratios of ions implanted
into the strip detector and thea-particle energy associate
with their subsequent decays for all first-generation corre
tions and, separately, those with a further second-genera
correlation,~iii ! time intervals between the implantation
ions and their subsequenta decay for the various first
generationa-particle groups,~iv! time intervals between the
first- and second-generation decays for the various sec
generationa-particle groups,~v! first-generationa-particle
energies correlated with theg rays emitted by the subse
quently implanted ions at the target position. The inform
tion for point ~v! was obtained separately for coaxial a
planar germanium detectors. In both cases, random ev
were subtracted using information obtained from a meas
ment of the time of flight through the FMA. This timin
information was measured using a time-to-amplitude c
verter triggered by the arrival of an ion at the focal plane a
the detection of theg ray. The time intervals discussed
~iii ! and ~iv! were, however, derived from the differences
the 48-bit scaler time stamp between consecutive events

IV. RESULTS

A. Identification of a particle groups

The identification ofa-particle groups was performed o
the basis of implantation-decay sequences, by measure
of a-particle energies, half-lives, andm/q ratios of the de-
caying ion. All three measurements were combined to p
duce a self-consistent identification of the isotopes produc
Thea-particle energies andm/q ratios were calibrated inter
nally using strong lines in the spectra as discussed in d
below. The half-lives were measured using time interv
measured using the MHz scaler.

A two-dimensional spectrum of the first-generati
against second-generationa-particle energies is shown i
Fig. 1, for correlated implantation-a-a sequences extracte
from the data. As previously mentioned, only radon isoto
are expected to exhibit strong second-generationa-decay,
and the seven strong peaks in Fig. 1 are therefore ident
with Rn→Po→Pb decay sequences for parent isotopes w
A5200, 201, 201m, 202, 203, 203m, 204. The results of a
two-dimensional analysis of the positions of the correlat
peaks are presented in Table I. Centroids of the correla
peaks were measured by placing a two-dimensional poly
nal window around the correlation peak and projecting
contents onto each axis. The spectrum was calibrated in
nally using the known energies of thea particles. A com-
parison of the observed energies with the previous results
shown in Table I, indicates the consistency of the isoto
r
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identifications made. The errors quoted in Table I for t
observed energies are purely statistical. Since thea decay
occurs within the strip detector, the energy measured is
principle, higher than the nominal energy of the emitteda
particle, since the recoiling daughter nucleus also depo
some energy in the detector. A systematic error, estima
for the species observed to be at most 5 keV, is introdu
due to the variation of energy deposited by different reco
ing daughter nuclei.

In addition to the strong correlations, a low-level patte
is seen in the spectrum which is reflection symmetric alo
the diagonal. This pattern is at the level of one count
channel, whilst the true correlation peaks correspond to s
eral hundred counts per channel, and in many cases the
relations indicated in this pattern are unphysical, w
second-generationa-particle energies being greater than t
first. Adjustments to the time-interval test described abo
alter the strength of this pattern without major changes in
strength of the true correlations. This suggests that the
tern arises from residual bad correlations of the kinds d
cussed above.

Fine structure ina decay has recently been reported
several of the radon isotopes produced@14#. In view of the
limited statistics in the present experiment, the backgrou
pattern of bad correlations in the region of the fine struct
and the small branching ratios involved (;1024), such ef-
fects are not expected to be observed here.

The masses of recoiling ions were identified using m
suredm/q ratios. Figure 2~a! and 2~b! illustrate this tech-
nique and show two-dimensional spectra of position alo
the focal plane of ion trajectories against thea-particle en-
ergy of their subsequent first-generation decay. E
a-particle energy is clearly associated with ions of a parti
lar m/q ratio and the two different charge-state groups
clearly visible. The separation of the two charge states,
the adjacent mass groups within each one, are consis
with the expected FMA dispersion. Figure 2~b! shows a
spectrum incremented only for events associated with a
ond generation decay and clearly identifies the seven ra

FIG. 1. A two-dimensional matrix showing the correlation b
tween energies of first- and second-generationa decays following
the reaction of28Si on 176Hf. The contour level in this plot corre-
sponds to one count per channel.
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TABLE I. Measured characteristics of correlateda decay sequences involving first- and second-generation decays. Correlated firs
second-generationa groups carry the same alphabetical label. Previously measured quantities shown are taken from Ref.@27#, Ref.@18#, and
Ref. @13#. Errors quoted on observed energies and measured half-lives are purely statistical. Contributions of systematic err
measured energies are discussed in the text.

Parent Mass Measureda Measured Previousa Previous
isotope fromm/q energy~MeV! half-life ~sec! energy~MeV! half-life ~sec!

~a! 200Rn 200.1~3! 6.901~2! 0.96~3! 6.902~3! a 1.06~2! b

~b! 201mRn 201.2~5! 6.773~2! 3.8~1! 6.772~3! a 3.8~4! c

~c! 201Rn 201.1~3! 6.725~2! 7.1.~8! 6.724~3! a 7.0~4! c

~d! 202Rn 202.1~3! 6.641~1! 10.3~4! 6.641~3! a 9.85~20! c

~e! 203mRn 203.0~5! 6.551~1! 26.7~5! 6.549~3! a 28~2! c

~f! 203Rn 203.2~2! 6.499~2! 42~3! 6.499~3! a 45~3! c

~g! 204Rn 203.9~6! 6.420~2! 70~11! 6.419~3! a 74.4~18! c

Daughter Measureda Measured Previousa Previous
isotope energy~MeV! half-life ~sec! energy~MeV! half-life ~sec!

~a! 196Po 6.518~1! 6.8~3! 6.521~5! a 5.8~2! a

~b! 197mPo 6.380~1! 32~2! 6.385~3! c 26~2! c

~c! 197Po 6.281~2! 84~16! 6.282~4! c 56~3! c

~d! 198Po 6.182~1! 113~7! 6.180~4! a 105~3! a

~e! 199mPo 6.059~1! 260~31! 6.059~3! c 252~6! c

~f! 199Po 5.953~2! 275227
136 5.952~2! c 312~6! c

~g! 200Po 5.862~2! 714268
199 5.863~2! c 690~6! c

aReference@27#.
bReference@18#.
cReference@13#.
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d-
a-decay groups allowing a calibration of the focal plane
terms ofm/q. The masses thus obtained are summarize
Tables I and II. A mass resolution of 1 in 170 was obtain
and, although different masses are not properly resolved
one-dimensionalm/q spectrum, two-dimensional gatin
techniques applied to the spectra shown in Fig. 2 allow
identification of different mass groups.

In order to isolate sequences with a singlea decay, the
radon intensities in the two spectra in Fig. 2 were normaliz
and the spectra subtracted. The projection of the resul
matrix on thea-particle energy axis is shown in Fig. 3, i
comparison witha-particle energy spectra associated w
other subsets of the data. Figure 3~d! contains only paren
isotopes whose decay sequence involves a singlea emission
as the first step. Analysis confirms that thea groups in this
spectrum arise from Po→Pb and At→Bi decays associate
with massesA5196, 197, 197m, 198, 199m, 200, and
A5199, 200, 200m, 201, 202, 203, respectively. Measur
ments of a-particle energy, performed by applying two
dimensional gating techniques to the spectrum shown in
2~a! and using a calibration derived from the identification
a groups from the correlation analysis, are summarized
Table II and show good agreement with previous results

In all cases, the presence of isotopes heavier than th
expected by the nominal target isotope,176Hf, was obvious.
These arise from reactions on heavier hafnium contamin
in the target, those with atomic mass numbers between
and 180. The residues observed are predominantly prod
via 4n, p4n, anda4n evaporation channels, consistent wi
a beam energy of 142 MeV. The yields of evaporation re
dues associated with charged particle emission are rou
in
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comparable to those produced in pure neutron evaporatio
has been observed that charged particle emission beco
progressively more important for isotopes further away fro
stability in this region; a compound system of208Rn shows
very little charged-particle emission@7#, whereas compound
systems 209Fr @15# and 210Ra @16# are dominated by the
evaporation of charged particles. The relative yields o
served here for a compound system of204Rn appear to fol-
low this qualitative trend. This effect is associated with fi
sion competition and the increased fissility for systems w
higher atomic number or neutron deficiency. Due to the pr
ence of a Coulomb barrier, charged particles are emi
from a compound system with a higher average energy t
neutrons, and are therefore more effective at cooling the
tem. Efficient cooling of the compound nucleus increases
chance of survival as fission competition is reduced by lo
ering compound system excitation energy. For systems
high fissility, the residues which are associated with charg
particle emission have the best chance of surviving, es
cially when the charged-particle is evaporated as the
step in the deexcitation. As fission competition increa
with increasing atomic number or neutron deficiency, t
charged-particle evaporation residues form an increasin
large proportion of the nuclei surviving fission, consiste
with experimental observation.

The half-lives of the different isotopes produced we
measured, where possible, by fitting exponentials to the
tribution of measured time intervals between consecu
events in the decay sequences. Maximum likelihood e
mates were used in the case of199,200Po, where low statistics
prevented exponential fitting for events involving secon
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generation decays~Tables I!. Half lives for the first-
generation decays were measured using implantation-d
events, whereas those for second-generation decays
measured using implantation-decay-decay events. In c
wherea-particle groups are not resolved in the energy sp

FIG. 2. A two-dimensional matrix showing the correlation b
tween them/q ratio of ions crossing the focal plane of the FMA an
the energy of its subsequenta decay for~a! all decay sequences an
~b! decay sequences involving first- and second-generationa de-
cays. The contour level in this plot corresponds to one count
channel.
ay
ere
es
-

trum, software polygonal windows were placed around
a-particle group of interest in the spectra shown in Fig.
Time intervals for events within the window were incr
mented in order to provide isolation of events associa
with particular isotopes.

As an example of the quality of these data, the distrib
tion of time intervals between implantation and decay
several isotopes are shown in Fig. 4, along with the fit
decay curves. The extracted half-lives show good agreem
with previous results, as shown in Tables I and II. Thr
measured half-lives differ with statistical significance fro
previous results. The half-life of197mPo derived from events
involving second-generation decays is longer than that m
sured previously. However, the same result derived fr
implantation-decay events is comparable to published d
The measured half-life of200mAt appears significantly longe
than that measured previously using a He-jet system@17#.
For 200Rn, the fit yields a half-life of 0.96~3! seconds which
compares with the previously adopted value of 1.06~2! sec-
onds @18#. Despite a significant statistical difference, n
other isotopes are expected to be produced with half-live
this magnitude and the measurement still provides reas
able identification of the200Rn group. Half-lives were not
obtained for the202,203At isotopes. These nuclei were pro
duced at very low yield and groups were contaminated
events from short-lived isotopes of the same mass, w
nominally higher energya particles. Contaminating event
corresponded to cases where thea particle escaped from the
strip detector without depositing its full energy.

B. Decay-taggedg-ray data

After establishing the isotopic identity of thea groups
produced in the reaction, spectra were generated ofg-ray
energies, emitted by ions at the target position, which sub
quentlya decay with characteristics associated with partic
lar isotopes. This provides unambiguous identification of
nuclide associated with particularg-ray transitions. Time-
random subtractedg-ray spectra gated bya-decay consisten
with 200,202Rn assignments are shown in Fig. 5. Each sp
trum clearly showsg-ray transitions associated with eac
isotope as peaks with widths consistent with the expec
g-ray resolution. Energies and relative intensities of tran
tions are summarized in Table III.

Comparison of200Rn and202Rn spectra indicate the pres
ence of a;504 keV transition in both isotopes. Whilst th
measured energies are the same@504.3~2! and 504.1~3! keV,
respectively, for 200Rn and 202Rn#, the uniqueness of the
isotopic selection procedure and the lack of any further
generateg-ray transitions, suggest that the two spectra
not cross contaminated. The transition energies and inte
ties measured for202Rn are in good agreement with a prev
ous recoil-g experiment@7#, confirming those results with
better isotopic identification. This consistency is indicati
of the reliability of the experimental and analytical tec
niques employed.

The spectrum of200Rn is characterized by two transition
at energies of 432.9~2! and 504.3~2! keV. The 432.9-keV
transition, being the strongest in the spectrum, is assume
be the lowest lying in200Rn, the 21

1→01 transition. This
assumption was tested by calculating the number of ev

er
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TABLE II. Measured characteristics ofa decay sequences involving a singlea decay. Previous data is taken from Ref.@13#, apart from
those marked with a superscript ‘‘a’’ taken from Ref.@27#. Other labels are used as in Table I. Thea-particle energies were measured usi
a calibration derived from Table I and quoted errors are purely statistical. Contributions of systematic error to the measured ene
discussed in the text. The asterisk indicates that the yields were too low to allow measurement of the particular quantities, see text

Parent Mass Measureda Measured Previousa Previous
isotope fromm/q energy~MeV! half-life ~sec! energy~MeV! half-life ~sec!

199At 199.3~8! 6.639~1! 8.5~10! 6.643~3! 7.0~1!
200mAt 200.1~3! 6.528~1! 6.3~5! 6.536~4! 4.3~3!
200At 200.2~2! 6.461~1! 44~2! 6.465~2! 43~2!
200At 200.2~2! 6.414~1! 47~3! 6.412~2! 43~2!
201At 201.1~2! 6.342~1! 83~2! 6.344~3! 89~3!
202At * 6.229~3! * 6.228~2! 181.2~3!
202At * 6.133~3! * 6.135~2! 181.2~3!
203At 202.9~5! 6.088~2! * 6.088~1! 442~12!
197mPo 196.9~5! 6.381~1! 29~2! 6.385~3! 26~2!
197Po 196.9~12! 6.283~2! 87~18! 6.282~4! 56~3!
198Po 198.0~11! 6.182~1! 110~9! 6.180~4! a 105~3! a

199mPo 199.4~16! 6.059~2! 224~45! 6.059~3! 252~6!
200Po 200.2~5! 5.863~2! 575~95! 5.863~2! 690~6!

aData from Ref.@27#.
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expected, after considering efficiency and internal conv
sion, if the lowest-lying transition had an equal intensity
the observed 432.9 keV transition but lay at a lower tran
tion energy. There is no evidence in the measured spec
for such a transition lying in the energy range 80 to 400 k
at this level. Since there is no physical expectation that
lowest-lying transition should have an energy below t
range, the 432.9-keV transition is taken as lowest, whilst
504-keV g ray is assumed to correspond to the 41

1→21
1

transition.
Using the intensity of the 432.9-keV transition, the pr

duction cross section for200Rn was estimated to be approx

FIG. 3. Energy spectra ofa particles associated with~a! any
decay event in the strip detector,~b! first-generation decays fo
decay sequences involving first- and second-generationa decays,
~c! second-generation decays for decay sequences involving
and second-generationa decays, and~d! decays for sequences in
volving a singlea decay, see text for details. Stronga groups are
labeled with the decaying isotope.
r-

i-
m

e
s
e

mately 5mb. This estimate includes several efficiency fa
tors. The transmission of recoiling ions from the targ
position to the focal plane is dominated by two facto
These arise from the restrictions imposed by the FMA on
charge state and angular distributions of the recoiling io
Two charge states were transported to the focal plane
using the semiempirical relationships discussed in Ref.@19#,
this contributes a factor of 30%. The acceptance of ions i
the FMA was estimated to be 46%, using a multip
scattering angular distribution calculated using the compu
codeSRIM @20#. A total efficiency of 14% was therefore use
as an estimate of the transmission efficiency through
FMA. As discussed above, approximately 40% of all io
crossing the focal plane are implanted into the strip detec
Comparison of the number of recoil-decay correlated eve
with the number of full second generation correlations in
cates that the efficiency of measuring ana particle which
deposits its full energy into the strip detector is appro

st-
FIG. 4. The distribution of time intervals between the implan

tion and decay of200Rn, 202Rn, 196Po, and201At ions in the strip
detector with the fitted decay curve.
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mately 50%. Othera particles escape from the detector wit
out depositing their full energy. This is due to the sm
implantation depth of the recoiling ions associated with l
recoil velocity. The efficiency of detectingg rays with an
energy of 432 keV was estimated to be 2%, from the m
sured absolute efficiency at 1.4 MeV and the measured r
tive efficiency. The value of the production cross sect
must be viewed as an estimate due to the large uncertai
in each of these efficiencies and in the target thickness
beam currents used.

V. INTERPRETATION AND CONCLUSIONS

The two transitions identified in200Rn are illustrated in
Fig. 6, and compared to the low-lying level schemes
heavier radon isotopes@21–24#, below theN5126 neutron
closure. The 21

1→01 transition energy in200Rn at 432.9
keV is 70 keV lower than that of202Rn. This is consisten
with the gradual fall in the excitation energy of the 21

1 state
with increasing neutron deficiency in the radon isotop
This smooth fall can be associated with increasing mixing
neutron configurations into the protonh9/2

4 structures, which
are responsible for the low-lying states near the shell clos
as the number of neutron degrees of freedom increases
ternatively, the softening of the nuclear shape towards de
mation by increased numbers of valence neutrons, lowers
energy of the vibrational phonon states. There is no sud

FIG. 5. Energy spectra of promptg rays emitted at the targe
position by ions which subsequentlya decay in the strip detecto
with characteristics associated with~a! 200Rn and~b! 202Rn.

TABLE III. Relative g-ray intensities for~a! 200Rn and ~b!
202Rn.

Transition energy~keV! Intensity

~a! 432.9~2! 100~22!
504.3~2! 60~18!

~b! 287.6~2! 33~12!
504.1~3! 100~23!
569.5~3! 94~25!
625.5~3! 53~19!
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fall in the 21
1 excitation energy, which remains at a valu

inconsistent with that expected for a well-deformed syst
with a deformation parameter,ue2u;0.2. Moreover, the ratio
of excitation energies of the 41

1 and 21
1 states, well known to

be indicative of low-lying nuclear structure, has a value
2.16 which is typical of an anharmonic vibrational system.
clearly defined rotational system, characterized by
E(41

1)/E(21
1) ratio of 3.33, is not apparent. These simp

features of the low-lying structure in200Rn therefore sugges
that it does not exhibit a strong permanently deformed sh
at low excitation energies. The structure of the system
pears to be rather vibrational in character. The predicted
set of deformation does not occur, or is delayed until ligh
isotopes.

These data are consistent with recent studies of tha
decay of204Ra @16,25#. These studies found no evidence f
fine structure in thea decay to the daughter nucleu
200Rn, indicating that the first excited state does not lie b
low approximately 200 keV.

The calculations of Ref.@5# indicate that200Rn is the first
neutron-deficient even-even system to have a minimum
the potential-energy surface at a deformation,ue2u>0.2;
heavier isotopes are predicted to have minima at defor
tions with ue2u,0.1. The lack of experimental features co
sistent with these predictions might suggest the influence
factors beyond the scope of the models used so far to ca
late shape. For example, a delayed onset of deforma
might indicate imprecise knowledge of the exact energe
location of shape-driving single-particle orbitals within th
shell correction of the calculation. However, a minimum
the potential-energy surface at a large magnitude of de
mation is not a sufficient condition with which to predict
stable well-deformed ground-state shape. If the minimum
not sufficiently deep, zero-point fluctuations could sampl
wide range of deformation leading to a soft transitional s
tem. Indeed, the presence of oblateand prolate minima, ly-
ing close in energy in these calculations, suggests that
possibility of excursions across triaxial shapes should no
discounted. Such a region ofg-soft nuclei, similar to that in
the Ba-Xe region@26#, is not accounted for in theoretica
calculations performed so far which are restricted to axia
symmetric shapes.

In conclusion, the low-lying structure of200Rn has been
investigated. The radiation from the weakly produced eva

FIG. 6. Low-lying level schemes for the neutron-deficient rad
isotopes. The level schemes for202,204Rn are those derived from
present data and observed transitions are indicated by arrows.
half-lives of the 81 isomers in the heavier isotopes are indicat
above the respective energy level.
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ration residues were identified and distinguished from
tense backgrounds arising from fission fragments and C
lomb excitation by the use of mass selection and radioact
decay tagging. The structure of200Rn is not consistent with a
stable well-deformed ground-state shape, in contrast to th
retical predictions suggesting that the lowest-lying minimu
is associated with a deformation parametere520.2.
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